
Matt Sanders 
Priorities in the Morning - El Pollo Loco 

 
1. Sweeping parking lot/dumpster/patio & cleaning all signs/menu boards & doors (wear 

gloves) 
2. Throw away any boxes in the dumpster - make sure they are broken down before doing 

so (wear gloves) 
3. Clean lobby tables & sweeping (if needed) - Always clean left to right (start at the left 

side of the lobby and work your way to the right) - always do outer area then inner 
4. Fill ice in dining room/drive thru 
5. Check salsa bar - fill & stock condiments (wear gloves) 
6. Clean/stock restrooms - Always clean left to right (wear gloves) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Once these are done CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN! 

 
Anything & everything that customers can see, must be clean at all times 

 
While cleaning/stocking restrooms set a timer for 7 minutes, then check to see if the salsa bar 

needs any filling or restocking, then check the lobby to see what needs to be cleaned - if there’s 
any trays out take some to the back of the kitchen and leave one in the lobby for when you need 

to clean tables, and after checking the salsa bar and lobby then go back to cleaning the 
restrooms. 

 
On your way out to sweep the lobby make sure you are doing restroom checks as well. 

 
Salsa bar and lobby needs to be maintained at all times! - check these areas between each task 

 
Make sure pitchers are filled after filling the salsa bar. 

 
May need to clean trays in the back of the kitchen - 1. Wash 2. Rinse 3. Sanitize 

____________________________________________________________________________
During lunch rush (12:00pm - 1:00 pm) stay near the front 

 
Matt usually takes his break a little after 1pm once the rush starts to slow down 

 
Make sure you are helping Matt practice his customer service skills by greeting customers, 

asking them how they are doing, if he may take their tray, etc. 
 

The only time you should be in the back of the kitchen is when you are breaking down boxes, 
cleaning trays, etc. 

____________________________________________________________________________
After Break 

 



1. Check the lobby, then salsa bar 
2. Take out the trash - each trash can should have 2 trash bags - while taking out trash 

take a look around the parking lot area to see if there’s any trash that needs to be swept 
up (wear gloves) 

3. After taking out trash check the lobby and salsa bar again - check in between each task 
a. Make sure you are taking trays to the back everytime you check the lobby to 

avoid them being too stacked up 
4. Fill ice machine in the lobby & drive thru if needed 
5. Clean door windows again 

 


